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Abstract

joint, can be used for characterizing a drought. A traditional way

Drought duration and severity are two properties that are usually
needed for drought analysis. To characterize the correlation
between the two drought properties, a bivariate distribution is
needed. A new method based on entropy theory is proposed for
constructing the bivariate distribution that is capable of modeling
drought duration and severity with different marginal distributions.
Parameters of the joint distribution are estimated with Newton’s
method. Monthly streamflow data from Brazos River at Waco,
Texas, are employed to illustrate the application of the proposed
method to model drought duration and severity for drought
analysis.

to characterize the drought duration or severity is based on fitting

Keywords:

a probability density function. Several approaches have been
proposed for univariate drought analysis. The drought duration
can be modeled by a geometric distribution [Kendall and Dracup,
1992; Mathier et al., 1992] when it is treated as a discrete random
variable or by an exponential distribution when it is treated as a
continuous random variable

gamma distribution is generally used to describe drought severity

drought analysis; joint distribution; entropy

[Shiau and Modarres, 2009] .

theory; principle of maximum entropy
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[Zelenhasi and Salvai, 1987]. The

However, the correlation between drought duration and severity
cannot be characterized by univariate analysis and alternative

Introduction

Drought analysis is important for water resources planning and

multivariate approaches have therefore been used to model the

management. Yevjevich [1967] used the run theory to define a

correlation of drought variables [González and Valdés, 2003;

drought as a sequence of intervals where water supply remains

Salas et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006; Shiau, 2006; Nadarajah, 2007;

below water demand. This enables the characterization of drought

Nadarajah, 2009]. Some bivariate distributions have been used

in simple terms, such as duration and severity, using hydrological

for the joint distribution of drought duration and severity, such as

variables (e. g., streamflow). Drought duration and severity are

the bivariate Pareto distribution [Nadarajah, 2009]. The joint

two main characteristics that have often been used for drought

distribution of drought duration and severity may be modeled

analysis.

using different distributions, in which case the general bivariate
distribution does not work. To address this issue, the copula

Drought duration and severity can be regarded as random

method has been applied to construct the distribution that is

variables and thus the probability distribution, either separate or

capable of linking two univariate distributions to form a bivariate
distribution [Shiau, 2006; Shiau et al., 2007]. The joint
distribution can also be constructed from the conditional
distribution and marginal distribution [Shiau and Shen, 2001].
Furthermore, nonparametric methods have also been proposed for
bivariate drought analysis [Kim et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2006].

1

λi

This article proposes a new method for constructing the bivariate

where

distribution of drought duration and severity with different

Differentiating L with respect to f and setting the derivative to

marginal distributions based on the principle of maximum entropy.

zero, the maximum entropy distribution can be obtained as [Kapur,

The proposed method is applied for drought analysis based on the

1989]:

are

the

Lagrange

multipliers.

f ( x)  exp  0 1g1 ( x)  2g2 ( x)...  mgm ( x) (5)

monthly streamflow of Brazos River at Waco, Texas.

2
2.1

(i=0,1,2…,m)

Method
Principle of maximum entropy

It has been shown that many of the commonly used distributions

For a continuous random variable X with probability density

can be derived from entropy theory with different constraints and

function (PDF) f(x) defined on the interval [a, b], entropy is

the maximum entropy distribution in equation (5) incorporates

defined as a measure of uncertainty expressed as [Shannon, 1948]:

these distributions as special cases [Singh, 1998]. For example, if
the first and second moments are specified as the constraints, the

b

H1    f ( x) ln f ( x) dx

maximum entropy distribution is the normal distribution. It can be

(1.1)

seen that the maximum entropy distribution is quite flexible.

a

For continuous random variables X and Y with a PDF f(x, y)

2.2

defined over the space [a, b]  [c, d], the Shannon entropy can be

To derive the joint density function f(x,y) of drought duration (X)

defined as:

and severity (Y), constraints for variables X and Y need to be

H 2  

d

c



b

a

Joint distribution

specified separately and jointly. Considering the constraints used

f ( x, y) ln f ( x, y ) dxdy

(1.2)

for deriving the commonly used distributions and the definition of
the Pearson correlation coefficient that has been commonly used

The principle of maximum entropy was proposed by Jaynes [1957]

for measuring the dependence of random variables, the following

which states that the probability density function should be

separate constraints of variable X and Y can be specified

selected among all the distributions that satisfy the constraints.

accordingly as:

Generally, the constraints can be specified as:
b

b



 f ( x, y ) x

(2)

f ( x) dx  1

2

dx  x 2

(6)

2

dy  y 2

(7)

a

a

d

b

 g ( x) f ( x) dx  g
i

i=0,1,2…m

 f ( x, y ) y

(3)

i

c

a

where m is the number of constraints; gi(x) is the function of x

d

andgi is the expectation of function gi(x).

 f ( x, y) ln y dy  ln y

The probability density function for the univariate case can be

The joint constraint can be specified to model the correlation

derived according to the principle of maximum entropy by

through the product XY as:

(8)

c

maximizing the entropy defined in equation (1.1) subject to the
d

b

 

constraints in equations (2) and (3). The maximization can be

c

a

xyf ( x, y )dxdy  XY

(9)

achieved using the method of Lagrange multipliers by introducing
With these constraints from equations (6) and (9), the joint PDF

the Lagrange function L:

can be obtained by maximizing the entropy in equation (1.2).
b

L    f ( x) log f ( x)dx 

Following similar steps in deriving the maximum entropy
(4)

a
b

m

b

a

i 1

a

distribution in the univariate case, the joint PDF in the bivariate

(0  1)  ( f ( x)  1)   i  ( g i ( x) f ( x)  g i )

case can be obtained as:
2

f ( x, y)  exp(0  1 x 2  2 y 2  3 ln y  4 xy )

2.3

constraints can be specified for the duration and severity

(10)

separately to form different joint distributions. According to

Marginal distribution

certain measures (e.g., the mean square errors of empirical and

The marginal distribution for drought duration X can be obtained

theoretical probabilities), the most suitable constraints for each

by integrating the joint PDF f(x, y) given by equation (10) over Y

variable can be used to form the joint density function of the

as:

duration and severity, which can then be used for drought analysis.
d

The characteristic of the proposed method is that drought duration

c

and severity can be modeled with different marginal distributions

f ( x)   exp( 0  1 x 2  2 y 2  3 ln y  4 xy )dy (11)
Similarly, the marginal distribution for drought severity Y can be

(with different constraints).

obtained as:

3

b

f ( y)   exp( 0  1 x 2  2 y 2  3 ln y  4 xy )dx

2.4

Results and discussion

Monthly streamflow data of Brazos River at Waco, TX (USGS

(12)

a

08096500) for the period from January 1941 to December 2009

Parameter estimation

was used for drought analysis. The mean streamflow of each

The entropy theory can be applied for parameter estimation and

month is used as the truncation level to define the drought event.

Singh [1998] gave an introduction of the entropy based method

Significant correlation exists between drought duration and

for estimating the Lagrange multipliers for the commonly used

severity and the bivariate density function in equation (10) was

distributions. Lagrange multipliers can also be estimated by

used to model them jointly.

maximizing the function [Mead and Papanicolaou, 1984]:
m

  0   g i

Histograms and the fitted marginal distribution in equation (11)
for drought duration and in equation (12) for drought severity are

(13)

shown in Figure 1. The fitted PDFs capture the general pattern of

i 1

the histograms. The empirical probability estimated from the

Newton’s method can be applied for maximizing the function Г
by updating

λ (1)

with some initial value

λ (0)

Gringorten’s plotting position formula and theoretical probability

through the

are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that generally theoretical
probabilities fitted empirical probabilities well. The Kolmogorov-

equation below:

λ (1)  λ ( 0 )  H 1

 , i=1,2,…,m
i

Smirnov (K-S) goodness-of-fit test was used to further test
(14)

whether the observed data can be modeled with the proposed
model. The critical value at a 1% significance level was 0.17 and

where λ=[λ1,…,λm]; the gradient is expressed as:
b

 gi   f ( x) gi ( x)dx , i=1,2,…,m
a
i

the K-S statistics were 0.15 and 0.12 for drought duration and
severity, respectively, indicating the proposed model can be
(15)

applied to model the drought duration and severity data.
The return period for drought duration D greater or equal to a

and H is the Hessian matrix whose elements are expressed as:

certain value d and for drought severity S greater or equal to a
b

H i , j   f ( x) g i ( x) g j ( x)dx 
a

 b f ( x) g ( x)dx   b f ( x) g ( x)dx , i, j  1,2..., m
i
j
 a
  a


2.5

certain value s can be defined as [Shiau, 2003; Shiau, 2006]:
(16)

TD 

Comments

E ( L)
PD ( D  d )

(17.1)

TS 

E ( L)
PS ( S  s)

(17.2)

The steps above demonstrate how to construct the bivariate

where E(L) is the expected drought interval time that can be

distribution of drought duration and severity with the constraints

estimated from observed droughts; TD , TS are the return periods

of mean and logarithmic mean. In real application, different

defined for drought duration and drought severity, respectively;
3

PD(D≥d) and PS(S≥s) are exceedance probability of drought

4

duration and drought severity that can be estimated from

A bivariate distribution based on entropy theory is proposed for

equations (11) and (12), respectively. The univariate return

constructing the joint distribution of drought duration and severity.

periods of 2,5,10,20,50 and 100 years defined by separate drought

The advantage of the proposed method is that it is flexible to

duration and severity can then be estimated from equations (17.1)

incorporate different forms of marginal distributions of the

and (17.2) and are summarized in Table 1. For example, the

drought duration and severity. Drought data defined by the

drought duration for the 100 year return period is around 32.0

monthly streamflow at Brazos River at Waco, Texas are used to

months and the drought severity for the 100 years return period is

illustrate the application of the proposed method for drought

around 4.8×104 cfs months.

analysis. A good agreement is observed between the empirical and

The joint return period of the drought duration and severity can be

theoretical probabilities of the drought duration and severity. The

defined by the drought duration and severity exceeding specific

bivariate distribution is then applied to model drought duration

values. Specifically, the joint return period TDS of drought duration

and severity jointly.

D and severity S can be defined as [Shiau, 2003; Shiau, 2006]:

separately and jointly and the conditional return periods are then

Summary and Conclusion

Return periods of drought duration

estimated. The results show that the proposed method is a useful

TDS

E ( L)

P( D  d , S  s )

tool to derive the joint distribution of drought duration and

(18)

severity for drought analysis.

where P(D≥d,S≥s) is the exceedance probability of drought
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Table 1 Return period defined by drought duration and
severity separately
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Return Period Drought duration Drought severity
(Year)
(Month)
(104cfs months)

5
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100

50

100

2

50

6.9

1.0

14.1

2.1

19.0

2.8

23.4

3.5

28.5

4.3
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4.8
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4

20

3.5

5

20
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10
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Figure 3 Bivariate drought duration and severity return
periods
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Figure 4 Conditional return periods
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